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Abstract—When information sequences are embedded into
radar waveforms by means of coding diversity, the resulting
radar emissions then change on a pulse-to-pulse basis during
a coherent processing interval (CPI). As such, pulse compression
of these different waveforms leads to different sidelobe structures,
giving rise to range sidelobe modulation (RSM) of the clutter. The
presence of RSM induces a partial loss of coherency after Doppler
processing, resulting in residual clutter after cancellation, and
hence reduced target visibility.

Here the RSM effect is mathematically characterized within
a phase-modulated radar-embedded communication framework.
A closed-form expression for the expected value of the residual
clutter power, referred to as the RSM power, is derived. The RSM
power is found to not be dependent on the Doppler frequency
or time-bandwidth product, but is a decreasing function of the
number of pulses in the CPI and an increasing function of the
modulation index. The latter controls the amount of phase shift
within the radar pulse due to each communication symbol.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the demand for radio spectrum by commercial com-
munication applications increasing exponentially, radar sens-
ing applications continue to lose spectrum while striving to
maintain legacy capabilities [1]. As such, ongoing research
is focused on developing methods to share spectrum between
multiple functions (e.g. radar and communications [2]). The
notion of radar/communication spectrum sharing necessitates
the use of some manner of waveform diversity [3]–[5] through
the exploitation of available time, frequency, coding, spatial,
or polarization degrees-of-freedom [6]–[17]. Here we examine
the use of coding in the fast-time domain in which the radar
waveform is further modulated to include communication
information [6]–[9], [18]. From a radar perspective, the result
of this coding operation is that the structure of the radar
emission is now time-varying.

The primary challenge with varying the radar emission from
pulse to pulse within a coherent processing interval (CPI) is the
clutter range sidelobe modulation (RSM) [6], [19]. The RSM
arises because the pulse compression matched filtering (MF)
of different radar-embedded communication (REC) waveforms
leads to different sidelobe structures. When Doppler process-
ing is performed across the CPI of pulsed echoes, the presence
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of RSM induces a partial loss of coherency, the consequence of
which is increased residual clutter after cancellation, and thus
degraded target detection performance. It follows that RSM is
a very important consideration in coding diversity REC system
design, which has also recently been addressed by advanced
receiver processing techniques [6], [18], [20]–[23]. A common
feature among these techniques is a significant increase in
computational complexity compared to the standard processing
approach of a MF followed by discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) Doppler processing (MF-DFT processing).

Despite recent efforts to remediate it, the RSM effect has
not previously been mathematically characterized. Here we
initiate a mathematical treatment of RSM for REC systems
where phase-modulated radar and communication waveforms
are combined via [7] to form phase-modulated composite
emissions. The motivation for focusing on phase-modulated
emissions is the polyphase-coded FM (PCFM)-based [24]
REC formulation introduced in [7]. With this approach, com-
munication symbols are embedded into radar emissions under
constant envelope constraints in a continuous phase modula-
tion (CPM) [25] framework. This arrangement produces joint
radar/communication emissions that are constant amplitude
and well-contained spectrally, thus ensuring they are amenable
to high-power transmitters [24]. In addition, the approach in
[7] allows for control of the degree of RSM by adjusting
the modulation index to trade-off communication performance
(namely, data throughput and bit error rate (BER)) for radar
performance (clutter cancellation).

Because the CPM structure contains memory [25], the RSM
effect is examined here within a phase-shift keying (PSK) [26]
REC framework [8] using random biphase radar codes. This
PSK structure is a special case of the more general PCFM-
CPM radar/communication framework proposed in [7] and is
used here, along with the assumption of a randomly coded
radar waveform for each CPI, to facilitate a mathematically
tractable analysis of the RSM. The results of this analysis
subsequently provide greater understanding of RSM behavior
for the more general (and physically realizable) PCFM-CPM
structure. We derive a closed-form expression for the (average)
RSM/residual clutter power after MF-DFT processing. This
expression is a function of the modulation index, Doppler fre-
quency, Doppler windowing function, time-bandwidth product,
number of pulses in the CPI, and sampling rate. The closed-
form nature of this expression provides insight into the design
trade-offs inherent with REC systems. More importantly, it
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of discrete-time representation of PSK-based REC for the np-th pulse.

can be used to evaluate the performance of different design
strategies and and to enable their selection based on the radar
and communication performance requirements.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

With the REC system under consideration, the emitted
signal is the product of a radar waveform and a communication
waveform [7], [8]. The base radar waveform is a polyphase-
coded waveform that is constant during the CPI while the com-
munication waveform is a phase-modulated communication
sequence that varies from pulse to pulse. Thus the resulting
(composite) REC waveform likewise changes on a pulse-to-
pulse basis.

The REC waveform at the np-th pulse, for np =
0, · · · , Np − 1, with Np the number of pulses in a CPI, is
defined as the product

snp(t;β,αnp) = sr(t;β)sc,np(t;αnp), (1)

where sr(t;β) is the base radar waveform and sc,np(t;αnp)
is the communication waveform component. Since both
sr(t;β) and sc,np

(t;αnp
) are phase-modulated, the product

snp
(t;β,αnp

) is likewise phase-modulated. Here the code
β = [β0, · · · , βNc−1], for Nc the number of chips per pulse
(which closely approximates the time-bandwidth product),
is a random biphase code, i.e. βnc ∈ {−1,+1} for all
nc = 0, · · · , Nc − 1, that changes independently from CPI to
CPI, but remains the same during each CPI. The code values
βnc

, nc = 0, · · · , Nc − 1, are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) with −1 and +1 having equal probability.
Therefore, the base radar waveform also changes on a CPI-to-
CPI basis, with the random biphase code assumption invoked
for the sake of mathematical tractability. On the other hand,
the communication symbol sequence αnp

, and therefore the
communication waveform sc,np

(t;αnp
), changes on a pulse-

to-pulse basis. It therefore follows that the composite REC
waveform snp(t;β,αnp) also changes on a pulse-to-pulse
basis during the CPI.

A block diagram for an instantiation of the PSK-based
REC for the np-th pulse in shown in Fig.1. The discrete-time
representation of the base radar waveform, denoted as sr(β), is
obtained by the 0-th order representation of sr(t;β) (discrete
codes with abrupt phase changes [27]) with Nr samples per
chip, resulting in

sr(β) = [sr,0(β), · · · , sr,NcNr−1(β)], (2)

where sr,ncNr+nr (β) = βnc for all nc = 0, · · · , Nc − 1 and
nr = 0, · · · , Nr−1. The 0-th order code-based representation
is likewise invoked for mathematical tractability of RSM
analysis. The discrete-time representation of the composite
waveform for the np-th pulse is therefore

snp(β,αnp) = [sr,0(β)sc,np,0(αnp), · · ·
, sr,NcNr−1(β)sc,np,NcNr−1(αnp)],

(3)

where sc,np(αnp) = [sc,np,0(αnp), · · · , sc,np,NcNr−1(αnp)]
is the discrete-time representation of the communication com-
ponent of the np-th pulse, which has the same length (in
samples) as the discrete-time base radar waveform.

The communication symbol sequence αnp
is binary and the

number of communication symbols is equal to the number of
chips, i.e. αnp = [αnp,0, · · · , αnp,Nc−1] and αnp,nc ∈ {0, 1}
for nc = 0, · · · , Nc − 1. The communication sequences are
modulated with PSK [26] having an adjustable phase-shift
parameter [7], [8] referred to as the modulation index. The
relationship between the communication symbols and samples
of the discrete-time communication component is given as

sc,np,ncNr+nr
(αnp

) =

{
exp {−jhπ} if αnp,nc

= 0

exp {jhπ} if αnp,nc
= 1,

(4)

for all nc = 0, · · · , Nc − 1, nr = 0, · · · , Nr − 1 and
np = 0, · · · , Np − 1. The modulation index 1

2 ≥ h ≥ 0
is a rational number that controls the amount of phase shift
introduced to the base radar waveform when embedding a
communication symbol. As h is reduced the radar waveforms
in a CPI become more similar, and in the limiting case of h =
0 all radar waveforms are identical since no communication
takes place. The binary values αnp,nc are i.i.d. In other words,
αnp,nc

and αmp,mc
are independent whenever np 6= mp

or nc 6= mc. It follows that the communication waveform
segments sc,np,ncNr+nr

(αnp
) and sc,mp,mcNr+mr

(αmp
) are

independent for all nr,mr = 0, · · · , Nr − 1 whenever np 6=
mp or nc 6= mc. An interesting case for the PSK-based REC
is with h = 1

2 , where the samples of the communication
component given in (4), and hence the samples of the discrete-
time REC waveforms, are drawn from {−j, j}. In this case,
the discrete-time REC waveforms can be modeled as random
biphase codes that change independently on a pulse-to-pulse
basis with elements drawn i.i.d. from {−j, j}.



The PSK-based REC is considered here instead of the
more complicated continuous phase constant envelope PCFM-
based REC design in [7] for the purpose of mathematical
tractability. Because of the memory of CPM, closed-form
solutions are often either unobtainable or do not explicitly
show the dependence on CPM parameters. The extension
of this work to PCFM-based REC is a topic of ongoing
investigation.

The clutter response for the np-th pulse repetition in-
terval (PRI) is modeled as the convolution of a complex-
valued white Gaussian random sequence, denoted as ω =
[ω−N , · · · , ω0, · · · , ωN ], for N � NcNr, with the discrete-
time representation of the np-th REC waveform snp

(β,αnp
).

Each random sample ωn has variance σ2
ω/Nr to ensure that

σ2
ω is the average clutter power per range bin, which does

not scale with the sampling rate Nr. The n-th clutter response
sample for the np-th PRI denoted by cnp,n(ω,β,αnp) is
given, for −N ≤ n ≤ N , as

cnp,n(ω,β,αnp
) =

NcNr−1∑
l=0

ωn−lsr,l(β)sc,np,l(αnp
). (5)

This clutter response is dependent on β, ω and αnp
. However,

the Gaussian sequence ω used to drive the clutter response
remains constant within the CPI while the communication
sequence αnp varies from pulse to pulse. This modeling
approach is based on the assumption that clutter does not
appreciably change on a time scale smaller than the CPI, and
that the radar platform is stationary. The impact of platform
motion and internal clutter motion (ICM) are additional topics
of ongoing investigation.

III. RANGE SIDELOBE MODULATION

In this section the average power of the clutter after
MF-DFT processing is characterized. Because the random
process ω is stationary, the statistics of the clutter samples
cnp,n(ω,β,αnp

) do not change within the PRI. Therefore,
the subscript n can be dropped or simply set to n = 0.
The clutter response after MF at the np-th PRI, denoted by
ĉnp(ω,β,αnp), can be written as

ĉnp(ω,β,αnp) =
1

NcNr

NcNr−1∑
l=−NcNr+1

ω−l

NcNr−1∑
i=0

sr,is
∗
r,i−lsc,np,i(αnp

)s∗c,np,i−l(αnp
),

(6)

where (·)∗ denotes complex conjugation, and the scaling by
1

NcNr
is included for normalization. The expression (6) is the

convolution of ω and the autocorrelation of the discrete-time
REC waveform snp(β,αnp). When communication sequences
are not embedded into radar emissions (i.e. snp

(β,αnp
) is

constant for all np = 0, · · · , Np−1), the clutter response after
MF does not vary from pulse to pulse (internal clutter motion
not withstanding). However, within the REC framework the
range sidelobe coherence across the CPI of MF outputs is lost,

resulting in the range sidelobe modulation (RSM) effect [6],
[19].

The average clutter power after MF-DFT processing with
the Doppler windowing function Γ = [Γ0, · · · ,ΓNp−1] for
normalized Doppler frequency −0.5 ≤ φ ≤ 0.5 is defined as

CPOWER(φ,Γ) =

E

∣∣∣∣∣
Np−1∑
np=0

Γnp
ĉnp

(ω,β,αnp
) exp {−j2πφnp}

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 , (7)

where ĉnp
(ω,β,αnp

) is given in (6), the windowing function
is normalized such that

∑Np−1
np=1 Γnp

= 1, and the expected
value is computed with respect to ω,α0, · · · ,αNp−1 and β.
For the REC formulation under consideration, it can be shown
that the clutter power can written as the closed-form expression

CPOWER(φ,Γ, h, σ2
ω, Np, Nc, Nr) = σ2

ω

(
2

3
+

1

3N2
r

)
×[

sin2(hπ)
(
1 + cos2(hπ)

) Nc − 1

Nc

(
Np−1∑
np=0

Γ2
np

)

+

(
1 + cos4(hπ)

Nc − 1

Nc

)
|DFTΓ (φ)|2

]
,

(8)

where DFTΓ (φ) =
∑Np−1
np=0 Γnp exp {−j2πφnp} is the DFT

of Γ computed at φ. Due to space constraints the proof of
(8) is omitted here. In the derivation of (8), only the i.i.d.
property of ω is used while the Gaussian property is not. It
follows that the clutter power expression is valid for any white
random process model (i.e. zero-mean i.i.d. random samples)
with σ2

ω representing the variance of the respective process.
The first term inside the square brackets of (8) is due to the
terms in the expected value expression of (7) that vary from
pulse to pulse during the CPI; therefore, it quantifies the RSM
effect and is referred to as the RSM power. The second term
in (8) is due to the terms in (7) that remain constant during the
CPI, and it is referred to as the coherent clutter power. It is
important to note that the RSM power does not depend on the
normalized Doppler frequency φ while the coherent clutter
power does depend on φ through the DFT of the Doppler
windowing function computed at φ.

The mainlobe of the range-Doppler response of the coherent
clutter component is centered at φ = 0, while its sidelobes
decay as |φ| increases by a pattern and rate specified by the
Doppler windowing function and number of pulses in the CPI.
By the appropriate choice of the Doppler windowing function
the coherent clutter power can be made arbitrarily small—
compared to the RSM power—for Doppler frequency values
greater than some threshold φ > 0. Therefore, the lower bound
on the clutter power of the form

CPOWER(φ,Γ, h, σ2
ω, Np, Nc, Nr) ≥ σ2

ω

(
2

3
+

1

3N2
r

)
×

sin2(hπ)
(
1 + cos2(hπ)

) Nc − 1

Nc

(
Np−1∑
np=0

Γ2
np

) (9)
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Fig. 2. Clutter power computed via (8), by simulation, and RSM power
computed via (9) plotted as a function of the normalized Doppler frequency
φ for modulation indices h = 1

2
, 1
8
, 1
32

and 1
128

.

will be very tight for |φ| ≥ φ. For any target associated
with a normalized Doppler frequency greater than φ, i.e.
φtrg ≥ φ, the detection performance will strongly depend
on the RSM power (the right hand side of the inequal-
ity in (9)), denoted as RSM POWER(Γ, h, σ2

ω, Np, Nc, Nr).
Note that for a target echo with power Pr at normalized
Doppler frequency φtrg (the target return in the np-th PRI is√
Pr exp {j2πφtrgnp} snp

(t;β,αnp
)), the peak signal power

after MF-DFT processing (without straddling losses) is Pr.
Unlike the RSM power, the peak signal power does not depend
on the parameters Γ, h, σ2

ω, Np, Nc, and Nr. The signal-to-
clutter ratio (SCR) is defined as Pr/σ2

ω . The SCR is a measure
of the relative strength of the (peak) target echo power to the
peak clutter power after MF-DFT processing, which occurs
at zero Doppler and—for small h, and large Nc and Nr—is
approximately equal to 4σ2

ω/3.
It can be shown that the term sin2(hπ)

(
1 + cos2(hπ)

)
,

and hence the RSM power, is a decreasing function of h
on (0, 12 ]. For h � 1

2 , the small angle approximation (i.e.
sin(x) ≈ x, and cos(x) ≈ 1) can be invoked, resulting in
sin2(hπ)

(
1 + cos2(hπ)

)
≈ 2h2π2. Therefore, for small val-

ues of h, reducing h by a factor of 2 results in approximately a
6 dB reduction in the RSM power. The strong dependence on h
stems from the fact that REC waveforms become more similar,
and thus the MF range sidelobes become more coherent, as h is
reduced. The term

∑Np−1
np=0 Γ2

np
encapsulates the dependence of

the RSM power on both Np and Γ. For a given type of Doppler
windowing function (e.g. Hamming, Taylor, etc.), and given
the normalization

∑Np−1
np=1 Γnp = 1, this term can be written

as the product of 1/Np and a Doppler windowing loss term—
with respect to the rectangular Doppler windowing function—
which does not significantly vary with Np [28]. The reduction
in RSM power achieved by increasing the number of pulses
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Fig. 3. Clutter power computed via (8), by simulation, and RSM power
computed via (9) plotted as a function of the normalized Doppler frequency
φ for Np = 16, 32, 128 and 256 pulses per CPI.

is analogous to the radar receiver SNR processing gain. The
terms in the clutter return that give rise to the RSM power
component are zero-mean and i.i.d. across the pulses of the
CPI, like the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples
at the radar receiver. The dependence on the sampling rate Nr
is weak since setting Nr ≥ 2 results in 2

3 <
2
3 + 1

3N2
r
≤ 3

4 . The
dependence on the time-bandwidth product Nc is also weak
since practical values of Nc lead to Nc−1

Nc
≈ 1. Lastly, the

RSM power linearly scales with the clutter power parameter
σ2
ω , which is expected as higher clutter power simply leads to

higher residual clutter.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In Fig. 2 the theoretical clutter power computed via (8), by
simulation, and the theoretical RSM power computed via (9)
are shown as a function of the normalized Doppler frequency
φ for modulation indices h = 1

2 ,
1
8 ,

1
32 and 1

128 . The remaining
parameter values are σ2

ω = 1, Np = 64, Nc = 64, and Nr = 4.
The DFT is computed with a Taylor window having a −55
dB peak-to-sidelobe ratio. It is observed that the theoretical
clutter power and the clutter power computed by simulation
match for all h values, which is expected because the clutter
model used for simulations is the same model used in the
derivation of (8). In addition, the theoretical RSM power
(dashed blue line) establishes a very tight lower bound on
the clutter power. Finally, it is observed that the RSM power
decreases by approximately 12 dB when h is divided by 4, as
predicted by the theoretical analysis.

In Fig. 3 the same three quantities are illustrated for Np =
16, 32, 128 and 256 pulses per CPI. The modulation index is
fixed as h = 1

16 , and all other parameters are the same as those
used for Fig. 2. It is observed that the RSM power decreases
by 3 dB (6 dB) as Np is reduced by a factor of 2 (4), which
is also consistent with the theoretical analysis. We emphasize
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Fig. 4. The range-Doppler response (dB) to a point target (black circle)
located at normalized Doppler frequency φ = − 1

4
and normalized delay 0

for modulation indices h = 1
8
, 1
16
, 1
64

and 1
128

, with Np = 64.

that the peak signal power for a given target after MF-DFT
processing does not depend on h or Np. Therefore, if a target
echo having power Pr (SCR of 1

Pr
from σ2

ω = 1) is included
in Figures 2 and 3, it would have the same peak power in all
eight plots.

In Fig. 4 the range-Doppler response (dB) to a point target
positioned at the normalized Doppler frequency φtrg = − 1

4
and normalized delay 0 is shown for modulation indices
h = 1

16 ,
1
32 ,

1
64 and 1

128 . The number of pulses per CPI is
Np = 64, the clutter power parameter is σ2

ω = 30 dB and
the peak target return power is Pr = 0 dB (i.e. the SCR is
−30 dB). The clutter-to-noise ratio (CNR) is σ2

ω/σ
2
η = 50

dB, where σ2
η is the variance of additive Gaussian noise after

MF-DFT processing without windowing. An ideal “brickwall”
high-pass filter is used to cancel the clutter response at the
normalized Doppler values φ ∈ [−0.1, 0.1]. The biphase radar
code of length Nc = 65 is obtained by the Kronecker product
of a length-13 and a length-5 Barker code as described in [29].
The remaining parameters, have the same values as those used
for Figures 2 and 3. The target location is indicated by a
black circle. It is observed that the target visibility is enhanced
by reducing the modulation index since the target is slightly
brighter than the response at the surrounding range-Doppler
bins for h = 1

64 , and much brighter for h = 1
128 . For these

cases, the signal-to-RSM ratio (defined in (10)) is 11.2 dB and
17.2 dB, respectively.

Finally, REC system operating curves are presented to illus-
trate the relationship between the SNR at the communication
receiver and the signal-to-RSM ratio (S-RSM) at the radar
receiver as a function of the modulation index h. The S-RSM
is defined as the ratio of the peak target echo power to the
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Fig. 5. Normalized effective communication SNR vs. normalized signal-to-
RSM ratio as a function of h (h = 1

2
, 1
4
, · · · , 1

1024
) for Np = 16, 64 and

256 pulses per CPI.

RSM power, or

S-RSM =
Pr

RSM POWER(Γ, h, σ2
ω, Np, Nc, Nr)

. (10)

Since the clutter power for normalized Doppler values greater
than some threshold is tightly approximated by the RSM
power, the signal-to-RSM ratio quantifies the effective clutter
interference power from a moving target indication (MTI)
point of view. In Fig. 5 three curves are generated, each with
modulation indices h = 1

2 ,
1
4 , · · · ,

1
1024 , for Np = 16, 64

and 256 pulses per CPI. The Doppler windowing function is
rectangular, and the over-sampling is Nr = 4. The horizontal
axis represents the normalized S-RSM (dB) and the vertical
axis represents the normalized effective SNR at the commu-
nication receiver (dB). The normalized S-RSM is computed
by setting Pr/σ2

ω to unity in (10). For a given negative value
of Pr/σ2

ω(dB) = −X(dB), the respective system operating
curves can be obtained by shifting the curves in Fig. 5 to the
left by X(dB).

From a communication system perspective, the PSK mod-
ulation under consideration for a given SNR value Eb/N0,
where Eb is the energy per bit and N0 is the (one-sided)
AWGN power spectral density at the communication re-
ceiver, is equivalent to binary PSK (BPSK) with an SNR of
sin(hπ)2 Eb

N0
[26]. This BPSK-equivalent SNR is referred to

as the effective SNR, and the normalized effective SNR is
obtained by setting Eb

N0
= 1. For a given positive value of

Eb

N0
= Y (dB) the respective system operating curves can be

obtained by shifting the curves in Fig. 5 upward by Y (dB).
The modulation index h = 1

2 leads to the best case scenario
from a communication perspective (the SNR is equal to the
effective SNR), while it leads to the worst case scenario
from a radar perspective. Because the communication SNR
is not a function of Np, increasing/decreasing Np shifts the



system operating curves to the right/left. According to Fig. 5,
a significant increase in the signal-to-RSM ratio can only be
achieved by a significant reduction in the effective commu-
nication SNR. However, radar transmitters tend to operate at
high power and the attenuation between the radar transmitter
and communication receiver at distance R is proportional to
1
R2 . Hence, in most cases satisfactory communication system
performance can be achieved even with small values of h. If
the effective communication SNR prevents satisfactory com-
munication performance, channel coding can also be employed
to trade-off data throughput for lower probability of decoding
error [30], [31].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A closed-form expression for the power of the residual
clutter occurring in coding diversity REC was derived for a
phase-modulated system. The residual clutter power, referred
to as the range sidelobe modulation (RSM) power, is not a
function of the normalized Doppler frequency, and thus estab-
lishes a clutter interference floor in the clutter range-Doppler
response. In addition, RSM is approximately quadratic with
the modulation index and inversely proportional to the number
of pulses in the CPI, but it does not vary appreciably with
the radar code length. The theoretical results were validated
by simulation and the RSM power expression was used to
generate REC system operating curves illustrating the trade-
off between the SNR at the communication receiver and the
signal-to-RSM ratio at the radar receiver.

Ongoing work is generalizing this analysis to other wave-
form structures, for arbitrary values of the number of com-
munication symbols per pulse, and the number of bits per
communication symbol. In addition, a more general clutter
model is being investigated to allow for spatial correlation as
well as variation from pulse to pulse within a CPI.
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